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Fa s h i o n

French luxury shoe designer Christian
Louboutin won the support of Europe’s
highest court Tuesday over trademark-

ing his signature red-soled high-heeled
shoes. Louboutin took Dutch shoe maker
Van Haren to court in the Netherlands after
Van Haren sold similar shoes, and the case
was then referred to the European Court of
Justice. Paris-based Louboutin has market-
ed the red-bottomed shoes for more than a
quarter of a century and the glam footwear
was featured on the consumerism-worship-
ping television series “Sex and the City”. “I
can confirm that Louboutin won the case.
The Dutch company has to respect the
trademark,” a spokesperson for the
European Court of Justice, the bloc’s top
court, told AFP.

The French shoemaker hailed the deci-
sion as a “victory for the Maison Christian
Louboutin.” The years-long, arcane legal
dispute centered on whether Louboutin’s
trademark involved a shape or a color under
European Union law. Louboutin filed a
trademark in 2010 and then took the Dutch
company to court when it started selling
high-heeled red-soled women’s shoes in
2012 at its outlets in the Netherlands. The

Dutch company argued that European reg-
ulations say shapes by themselves cannot
be registered as trademarks, and the Dutch
court referred the issue to the ECJ. 

Louboutin argued that the use of a
cooler-specifically in this case a red pig-
ment called Pantone 18 1663TP-can be
trademarked. It added too that the “shape”
in question was just a way of showing
where the color is located on the bottom
of the shoe. 

‘Clear victory’ 
Judges in Luxembourg on Tuesday

rejected the official advice of their own
top lawyer, who said in February that the
red soles could not be trademarked. Dutch
judges must now make a final decision but
the Louboutin company welcomed the
decision. “It’s a clear victory and a great
satisfaction,” a Louboutin spokeswoman
told AFP. The French shoemaker said that
the EU court had “confirmed that the legal
regime governing shape trademarks does
not apply to Christian Louboutin’s ‘red
sole’ mark.

“The red color applied on the sole of a
woman’s high heel shoe is a position mark,
as Maison Christian Louboutin has main-
tained for many years. Maison Christian
Louboutin warmly welcomes this judg-
ment.” Louboutin has faced a series of legal
battles over its distinctive soles. A Paris
appeals court in May ruled against the
French shoe company Kesslord after it sold
red-bottomed shoes and ordered it to pay
7,500 euros in damages to Louboutin. “The
ECJ has, in the same way as the Paris
appeals court, ruled that the application of a
color in a specific position on a product is a
distinct and protected trademark,” Vanessa
Bouchara, an intellectual property lawyer,
told AFP.

In 2012 a US court also said that
Louboutin could trademark the red soles,
reversing an earlier ruling that would
have allowed rival Yves Saint Laurent to
paint its outsoles scarlet. But one year
before that Louboutin lost a separate
case in France against the Spanish cloth-
ing chain Zara. — AFP

Prada CEO Patrizio Bertelli said Friday the
family-owned Italian fashion group has no
intention of selling and that his elder son

with co-CEO and creative director Miuccia
Prada is being groomed to take over. Bertelli
said during the unveiling of a handbag produc-
tion site near Florence that his 30-year-old son
Lorenzo “is preparing so that one day he can
become the head of Prada,” assuming that once
he has learned the ropes he also still has “the
desire to do it.” Lorenzo started working in the
communications department in September While
other Italian companies, including fashion
brands, have sold when facing generational
change, the 72-year-old Bertelli said “I have no
intention to sell.” Nor is he looking to expand
the Prada Group, which also includes the Miu
Miu fashion brand, Church’s and Car Shoe
footwear brands and the Marchesi pastry com-
pany, with fresh acquisitions.

He did not say when he or Miuccia, 69, would
consider stepping aside. “I think that retirement
is tied to the physical and mental state of a per-
son, and if one is efficient,” he said, adding:
“Retirement is a silly myth of a society that is old
in principal.” Past examples show that the transi-
tion from the founding generation is not always a

successful one, with the creative transition often
the toughest. The Gianfranco Ferre brand has
virtually disappeared after a period of receiver-
ship and then purchase by a Middle Eastern
group. Jil Sander, which Prada briefly held, has
changed designers several times since Sander
gave up control. Roberto Cavalli is on its second
designer after the founder turned over control to
a private equity firm.

Outsourcing production
Bertelli unveiled the new site in the Arno

Valley where the fashion group develops the
sought-after Prada and Miu Miu handbags and
leather accessories. The 32,000-square-meter
site is integrated with pools of water and bloom-
ing jasmine, grapevines, pomegranate trees and
other greenery both to improve the experience
of its nearly 800 employees and to help the
environment by absorbing 20 tons of CO2 a
year, the CEO said. It is one of 10 Prada factories
in Tuscany. The handbag is key to Prada’s suc-
cess, comprising 60 percent of its revenues, with
the rest split largely between ready-to-wear and
footwear. Prada is forecasting a return to sales
growth this year after several years of profit
decline.

Bertelli said the best way for the brand to
respond to trends is to completely control pro-
duction sites. Prada owns 35 percent of its pro-
duction sites, 80 percent of which are in Italy-
bucking what he said was the sector trend of
outsourcing production. He would not say how
much the Valvigna plant investment cost, only
saying that it was less than 70 million euros ($82
million) — 2 million euros of which were for the
greenery. Like other fashion brands, Prada is tar-
geting millennials, the generation born before
2000 and who are up to 35 years old now -
encompassing the ages of Bertelli’s two sons. 

They are responsible for 60 percent of Prada
sales, and will inevitably tip the luxury market
even more toward China, where there are 400
million millennials, compared with 80 million in
the United States, he said. After Gucci - owned
by the French conglomerate Kering - unveiled to
the investment community this week a video
showing a robot making shoes, Bertelli said such
production didn’t fit his notion of luxury. “To
make a luxury product, like a handbag, it is not
possible,” Bertelli said, while conceding that it
could be done for more casual footwear like
sneakers. — AP

Louboutin wins EU court 
battle over red-soled shoes

In this file photo a model wears Louboutin
shoes during Olympia Le Tan 2015-2016
fall/winter ready-to-wear collection fash-
ion show in Paris. — AFP

In this photo national soccer team jerseys of France, from
left, Belgium, Russia and Sweden are on display at a shop
in London. 

Croatia team poses for photographers prior to the friendly
soccer match between Brazil and Croatia at Anfield
Stadium in Liverpool, England.

National soccer team jerseys of Germany, from left,
Portugal, Nigeria (away) and Argentina are on display at a
shop in London.

In this photo soccer team jerseys of Japan, from left,
Mexico, Brazil, England and Spain are on display at a shop
in London.

A view of Prada’s new industrial headquarters and production site, in
Valvigna, Italy. — AP photos

A woman works at Prada’s new industrial headquarters and production
site, in Valvigna, Italy.

Family-run Prada grooming
son to take over in future

Spain, your asymmetry is showing. Nigeria, you’re so
bright I need shades! Croatia, Russia’s fresh out of
Big Boy restaurants. No worries, though, your party

duds will be just the ticket once the World Cup gets under-
way June 14. Those countries are among several of the
more festive standouts in jerseys for the global soccer
showcase, with loads of sentimental touches in the designs
of the 32 teams. With millions in exposure and retail sales
at stake, the World Cup kits of 2018 can be categorized,
generally speaking, like this: Team Plain, Team Retro and
Team Cool Kid on the Pitch.

“We didn’t used to care so much,” said Roger Bennett,
who is half the wacky British duo of the “Men in Blazers”
soccer show on NBC Sports. “What’s changed is the fusion
of the World Cup and the Premier League and the
Champions League and television as a global platform, and
advertising, which has essentially transformed them from
being just functional garments, nothing to see here, just
polyester, everybody move along, to the single-most lucra-
tive billboard in the world,” he said. “They may as well be
spun from gold in terms of the impact that they have on the
sports manufacturing brands that propel them.”

Trippy jagged
Or, in the case of Australia, gold with a riot of jagged lines

on shoulders and sleeves of home jerseys. The algae green
lines celebrate waves and the country’s proximity to various
oceans and seas, said Nike football apparel senior design
director Pete Hoppins. The away kit is all green with a diago-
nal slash of yellow and lighter green touches on the front, in
tribute to Australia’s 2006 jerseys . Soccer fans have been
buzzing for weeks about Nigeria’s shirts, to the delight of
supplier Nike but not so much among folks back home who
consider the $85 price tag out of reach . The away shirts are
a screeching bright green, white and black with trippy
jagged edging on a chevron pattern that may just be the
World Cup’s shining Rorschach moment, along with an ode
to the country’s style and pop culture energy.

The we-have-arrived look is a modern reinvention of
Nigeria’s 1994 kits, the first time the country qualified for the
World Cup. The new shirts sold out in minutes on the first

day of sales in some spots, including Nike’s flagship store in
London and online, Hoppins said, after stakeholders decided
early on to go bold and market the strips in a collection that
also includes hats, T-shirts and jackets. “We’ve never seen
anything like this before in terms of excitement, in terms of
people queuing around the block,” Hoppins said, referring to
the crowd that showed up June 1. “It’s something that Nike
has never really done before, which is going all out and hav-
ing fun with it. We want Nigeria to be everyone’s second
team.” To Simon Doonan, soccer nut and creative ambassa-
dor at large for Barneys New York, when it comes to out-
there World Cup shirts, you’re either in or you’re out.

“The ones you remember are the ones that are crazy, but
some leagues are risk averse,” said Doonan, author of the
new book “Soccer Style: The Magic and Madness.” “The
World Cup is a carnival. It’s not supposed to be a beacon of

restraint and good taste,” he said. Doonan’s favorites on the
flamboyant front: Croatia’s red-and-white checkerboard,
reminiscent of the country’s flag and medieval coat of arms -
and, some say, - the Big Boy burger chain (Nike); Colombia’s
red-and-blue lightning bolts coming out of the armpits
against a bright yellow background (Adidas); and Belgium’s
horizontal dash of red-and-yellow Argyle, like the socks
(also Adidas).

Obsessed with symmetry
Doonan is also a fan of vertical stripes (hello, Argentina in

blue and white, just like your flag and your kits from your
1978 World Cup win). There are some jerseys he’s not huge-
ly fond of as a matter of personal preference. “I’m very
obsessed with symmetry, in life and in my work, so the Spain
shirt, even though I’m a big fan of the Spanish team, the

asymmetry of those shirts and that sort of folkloric zigzag
only on one side, completely freaks me out,” Doonan said of
the dash of yellow, blue and red against, well, red. And then
there’s Nigeria, the social media and retail king heading into
the World Cup. “They’re fabulous,” Doonan said.

Bennett agreed: “You could wear it to a rave in
Manchester in the 1990s and fit right in. It’s a great way to
live a life.” As for the upside down Vs in the Nigeria design,
Hoppins said it’s a nod to eagles - as in the team’s Super
Eagles nickname. Other nationals also have ‘90s throwback
designs. Germany’s black-and-white shirts are an update of
the jerseys won by Der Mannschaft’s 1990 champions.
“That’s a nice bit of nostalgia,” Bennett said. Hoppins con-
siders the ‘90s a heyday in jersey style.

In the clash of sports company titans behind the parade
of shirts, Adidas “has the wind behind them,” as Bennett said,
with 12 countries that include some powerhouse players, fol-
lowed by Nike with 10, Puma with three and New Balance
with two. Brands with one include Errea (Iceland), Hummel
(Denmark), Uhlsport (Tunisia), Romai (Senega) and Umbro
(Peru), with its iconic red sash against white.

The US didn’t qualify, so forget another patriotic jersey
iteration on display. Remember 1994, the year Adidas went
with a washed-out denim blue-and-star design that some
dubbed the worst World Cup shirts in history? While
acknowledging the deep pride and symbolism behind
Croatia’s ever-present checkerboard, Bennett isn’t a fan: “I
find it fairly terrifying. It’s a tablecloth.” Among the uni-
forms on Bennett’s not-so-much list: Iceland. “For whatever
reason they’ve decided to clad their footballers in shirts so
tight they’re like sausage casings,” Bennett said. “It’s all
nipples.” He was all praise for the Japan jersey, a rich blue
that references the ancient Japanese technique of sashiko
hand stitching in a pattern of rows of tracks down the front.
“It’s utterly captivating and everything that’s beautiful
about a national football jersey,” he said. “That’s what we
should aspire to.”— AP

Nigeria’s bright, trippy uniforms 
a hit among World Cup unis

A customer looks at different national soccer team jerseys that are on display at a shop in London.


